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The diabetic foot is one of the most common and most severe complications of diabetes mellitus and
it is the most common cause for the need of hospitalization of diabetic patients [1]. The underlying 
cause of the diabetic foot are chronic wounds that are frequently accompanied by chronic infections.
The diabetic foot leads to roughly 40.000 amputations a year in Germany alone. The consequential 
impairments to the quality of life of the patients and the costs to the health care system are 
immense. The goal of this joint project of medical industry as well as medical, biological and 
engineering reserach ist he development of innovative technologies for the activation and clinical 
application of tissues and cells for the treatment of chronic wounds. This way the project partners 
aim to elevate the quality of life of diabetic patients and to help prevent and alleviate some of the 
typical complications that come with the diabetic condition. 

The technologies that are to be developed in the course of this project may represent tools for 
therapies to be applied to several aspects of the diabetic foot. The regeneratively active cells of the 
stromal vascular fraction (SVF) of the adipose tissue possess a vascular as well neurogenic progenitor 
status [2,3]. Furthermore, the SVF contains cells types that possess the ability to release 
proangiogenic factors [4]. If a diabetic wound has occurred, secondary infections and inflammation 
are upon the most common complications, that keep the wound from closing and [5]. The SVF 
intended as one treatment element possesses cellular components exuding immunomodulatory 
factors that execute antiinflamatory as well as immunostimulatory functions antagonizing infection 
and inflammation [6,7]. Other components intended to be treatment elements are photo- and cold 
atmosheric plasma-biomodulation of the SVF cells. The modulation of the redox balance and 
inflamatory processes by cold atmosheric plasma in cells that are involved in the wound healing 
process has been shown. Also, for photobiomodulation a positive effect on the inflammatory and 
regenerative potential on cells involved in wound healing has been shown [8]. Different preparations 
of adipose tissue are being clinically applied for the treatment of chronic wounds already. These 
include adipose tissue dissociated by the liposuction only, micro tissue clusters dissociated from the 
tissue by mechanical shear force and SVF cells separated from the tissue by enzymatic digestion 
[9,10]. 

The described preparation and modulation options for the regeneratively active components of the 
adipose tissue ought to be realised in a closed system und conditions as physiological as possible. 
Such a modular yet closed system that allows the physician the preparation as well as the controlled 
application in during one surgery will be setting new standards. 
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